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Mailing Date June 7, 2005 

NOTIFICATION OF REASON FOR REJECTION 

Patent Application Number 2001-330506 

Drafting Date of this Notice June 3, 2005 

Examiner of Japan Patent Office Mitsuru KOYAMA  9458 5L0O 

Attorney for Applicant Katsuo OGAWA (and two others) 

Applied Provision Japanese Patent Law: Article 29 main 

paragraph, Article 29 (2), and Article 36 

This application should be rejected for the reason mentioned below.   I f the 

applicant has any arguments against the reason, it is advised to submit such arguments 

within 60 days from the Mailing Date of this Notification, 

REASONS 

A.     The inventions defined in claims 1 to 18 under the present application are 

regarded as such inventions that a person having a common knowledge in the technical 

field to which the subject invention pertains would easily conceive, prior to the filing of 

the present application, from those inventions described in publication No.l listed 

below distributed in Japan or the other countries before this application was filed, or 

from those inventions made publicly available over an open telecommunication line 

before this application was filed.   Therefore, the applied inventions are not eligible to 

be patented under the provision set forth in Japanese Patent Law, Article 29 (2). 

DETAILS 

Publication No.l: Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open, No. 7-84989 

Comment: 

[On claims 1 to 18 (refer to publication No.l)] 

Publication No.l listed above has described a processing apparatus that performs 
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the process of the storing of expected earning rate of each individual financial products, 

standard deviation, coefficient of correlation, and constraint conditions; the computing 

of the optimal combination of the objects of assets investment; and the outputting of the 

results of said computation.   In contrast to this, said claims do not provide any 

appreciable technical features.   Because, dividing a matrix into a plurality of partial 

matrixes is the simple specifying of a particular calculation formula and examining 

what matrix can be the partial matrix is also the simple specifying of a particular matrix. 

Thus, the inventions that pertain to claims 1 to 18 are such inventions that a 

person skilled in the art can easily derive from the art described in the above listed 

publication No.l. 

B.     This application does not comply with the requirement under the provision set 

forth in Japanese Patent Law, Article 36 (6) 2, because of deficiency in the claiming 

description as stated below. 

DETAILS 

(a)     The invention defined in claim 1 allows two different interpretations as described 

below since claim uses a language "... step".   Because, this language does not define 

any specific subject that should be the initiative-taking body in the activity expressed by 

"... step". 

One interpretation is that the invention may mean, in short, "an optimal portfolio 

determining method in which each processing step is implemented by manipulating 

certain processing apparatus".   The full definition in this interpretation is a method, 

wherein: "(manipulation of certain processing apparatus by an operating person) inputs 

constraint parameters that form constraint conditions for optimizing the objective 

function consisted of an expected value of the earning rate of each individual financial 

product, an individual floating factor as a unique factor to financial products that 

influences on earning, a common floating factor as a factor that influences on earning of 
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overall financial products, and risk that influences on the earning rate and earnings of 

overall financing products; then (manipulation of certain processing apparatus by an 

operating person) determines financial product and the amount thereof to be purchased 

for maximizing said objective function based on inputted data". 

The other interpretation is that the invention otherwise may mean, in short, "an 

optimal portfolio determining method in which each processing step is implemented by 

a means provided on certain processing apparatus for executing such steps".   The full 

definition in this interpretation is a method, wherein: "(a means A provided on a 

computer) inputs constraint parameters that form constraint conditions for optimizing 

the objective function consisted of an expected value of the earning rate of each 

individual financial product, an individual floating factor as a unique factor to financial 

products that influences on earning, a common floating factor as a factor that influences 

on earning of overall financial products, and risk that influences on the earning rate and 

earnings of overall financing products; then (a means B provided on the computer) 

determines financial product and the amount thereof to be purchased for maximizing 

said objective function based on inputted data". 

The above means that these two possible interpretations, one "an optimal 

portfolio determining method in which each processing step is implemented by 

manipulating certain processing apparatus" and the other "an optimal portfolio 

determining method in which each processing step is implemented by a means provided 

on certain processing apparatus for executing such steps", are such concepts as should 

fundamentally be claimed separately.   Presently however, these two different concepts 

are claimed in one claim in a merged way, which prevents the invention defined in 

claim 1 from one clear understanding thereof. 

Further, claims 2 to 14 are also not clear in terms of the same problem stated 

above. 

Therefore, each of inventions defined in claims 1 to 14 is not clear. 

When applicant wishes to propose amendment to claims, it must be reminded 
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that amended claim shall not define any processes that rely on a mental activity of 

human. 

(b) Claim 15 describes, "an optimal port folio solving device that determines the 

financial product and amount thereof to be purchased for maximizing said objective 

function based on the data stored in said storage device".   This description is simply a 

functional or desired-function expression.   None of aspects is indicated clearly therein 

in terms of how the financial product and amount thereof to be purchased for 

maximizing said objective function based on the data stored in said storage device. 

The technical constitution thereof is therefore unclear on the whole. 

(c) Claim 17 describes "an optimal portfolio determining program including input 

step and solving step".   A "program" is a set of instructions to let a computer perform 

a particular task; however, the "program" itself does not arrange any sequential 

procedures in performing the task.   Thus, the invention defined in claim 17 is not clear. 

C     The inventions defined in claims listed below under the present application fail 

to conform to the requirements set forth in the main paragraph of Japanese Patent Law, 

29 (1) in terms of aspects mentioned below.   Therefore, the applied inventions are not 

eligible to be patented. 

DETAILS 

(a)     The invention defined in claim 1 is regarded as an idea that "does not use a law 

of nature" on the whole or is regarded as not a creation of technical ideas that us es a law 

of nature. 

When the invention defined in claim 1 is interpreted as "an optimal portfolio 

determining method in which each processing step is implemented by manipulating 

certain processing apparatus", what is defined therein must consequently be a business 

method relying on the artificial agreement such that: "(manipulation of certain 

processing apparatus by an operating person) inputs constraint parameters that form 
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constraint conditions for optimizing the objective function consisted of an expected 

value of the earning rate of each individual financial product, an individual floating 

factor as a unique factor to financial products that influences on earning, a common 

floating factor as a factor that influences on earning of overall financial produ cts, and 

risk that influences on the earning rate and earnings of overall financing products; then 

(manipulation of certain processing apparatus by an operating person) determines 

financial product and the amount thereof to be purchased for maximizing said objective 

function based on inputted data". 

Further, when the invention defined in claim 1 is otherwise interpreted as "an 

optimal portfolio determining method in which each processing step is implemented by 

a means provided on certain processing apparatus for executing such steps", what is 

defined therein must consequently find out the fact that claim 1 does not describe any 

features such that "information processing with a software is materialized using a 

hardware resource in a concrete manner".   Thus, the claim is not qualified as a creation 

of technical ideas that uses a law of nature. 

Claims 2 to 14 are also not qualified as a creation of technical ideas that uses a 

law of nature because of the same reason. 

In addition to the above, those inventions defined in claims 17 and 18 are also 

not qualified as ideas having features such that information processing with a software 

is materialized using a hardware resource in a concrete manner.   Because, what is 

sated in these claims is matters related to "programs" or "storage mediums", and the 

description therein on the programs to be stored is the simple listing of tasks in a 

business to be implemented by a computer.   Moreover, the processing described in 

claims 17 and 18 that a computer executes is such simple implementation of input steps 

and solving steps, which are business methods performed relying on an artificial 

agreement and are not qualified as the use of a law of nature. 

Therefore, the inventions described in claims 1 to 14, 17, and 18 are not the 

"invention" defined in Japanese Patent Law, Article 2. 
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Thus, the inventions described in claims 1 to 14,17, and 18 under the present 

application fail to conform to the requirements set forth in the main paragraph of 

Japanese Patent Law, Article 29 (1). 

(b)    Claim 15 is regarded as incomplete in the description how the information 

processing is materialized in a concrete manner. 

The "optimal portfolio solving device" defined in claim 15 is a computer unit 

comprising: a storage device storing an expected value of the earning rate of each 

individual financial product, a storage device that stores an individual floating factor as 

a unique factor to financial products that influences on earning, a storage device that 

stores a common floating factor as a factor that influences on earning of overall 

financial products, a storage device that stores constraint parameters that form 

constraint conditions for optimizing the objective function consisted of risk that 

influences on the earning rate and earnings of overall financing products, an optimal 

portfolio solving device that determines the financial product and amount thereof to be 

purchased for maximizing said objective function based on the data stored in said 

storage devices, and a display device that outputs the determined optimal portfolio. 

The description on this optimal portfolio solving device indicates assigned 

function only such that said solving device determines the financial product and amount 

thereof to be purchased for maximizing said objective function based on the data stored 

in said storage devices; said description does not specify the technical features how the 

hardware resources in a computer are used to materialize the assigned function in a 

concrete manner.   This means that, in the art defined in claim 15, the information 

processing with software by hardware resources is not materialized in a concrete 

manner.   Thus, the above-stated "optimal portfolio solving device" is not qualified on 

the whole as a creation of technical ideas that uses a law of nature. 

Further, claim 16 is also not qualified as a creation of technical ideas that uses a 

law of nature because of the same reason. 
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Therefore, the inventions described in claims 15 and 16 are not the "invention" 

defined in Japanese Patent Law, Article 2. 

Thus, the inventions described in claims 15 and 16 under the present application 

fail to conform to the requirements set forth in the main paragraph of Japanese Patent 

Law, Article 29 (1). 

When the applicant wishes to make amendments), it is advised that no addition 

of any new features is permitted and that the reason should be indicated when stating 

obviousness. 
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Database: JICST 

• References of Prior Art: 
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Yasunori KATSUYAMA, "A Discussion on Portfolio Choice Problem based on 
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Vol 46, No. 5, pp. 395-400, Dec. 15,1995. 
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This record of search results does not form any part of the reasons for this 

rejection. 
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